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All letters with diaeresis

Name: diaerese, umlaut Adobe PS: dieresis Unicode: 00A8, 0308 Languages: Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Catalan, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek - (ellenika), Hungarian, Icelandic, Inari Sámi, Italian, Malagasy, pizzonese, skolt sámi, Slovak, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish, Welsh Although they
take the same form and use the same character coding, diaeresis and umlaut indicate two very different linguistic realities. The diaeresis indicates that two vowels that normally form a diphthong should be pronounced separately, as in the French naïve. Vowels carrying a dialysis are not usually treated as separate letters
for classification. A umlaut is a modified vowel pronunciation, and languages that use umlaut, such as German, usually treat umlauted vowels as separate letters of the alphabet. In German, and its varieties, umlaut with ä, ö and ü replaced the original black letter and, which had the same meaning and was placed after or
above the character. Luxembourgish adds ë. In Slovakia, the umlaut is found with ä, in Albanian with ë, in Slovenia and Estonian with ä, ö and ü, in Hungarian with ö and ü, in Finnish and Swedish with ä and ö, in Turkish with ü, in Icelandic with ö. Care should be taken when discussing this accent to clearly distinguish the
diaeresis and umlaut in use. Notes German typography benefits from a rich tradition of creative approach to umlaut. For example, it could be vertically fused into the character Ü or even replaced by small and above the vowel (in German, an umlauted vowel can be written with the accent or in combination with the letter

and, that is, Lücke=Luecke). Design The basic form of diaeresis and umlaut are two points. The symbol can therefore be created from two points equal to the above i, placed at the same height. Sometimes it is visually more enjoyable to reduce point accents. However, even the reduced points must be in the same way
as the point accent. If it is circular, the dieresis points must be the same, if it has square shape, again the dieresis points must respect it, etc. The distance of the points can be fixed, in the case of ï/ Ï, it is advisable to reduce the distance between the points a little. In calligraphic faces and calligraphy, umlaut usually has
the form of two treble. This can cause problems in Hungarian, where it can be confused with double treble. In Finnish calligraphy, umlaut often takes the form of a tilde or macron (ã/ā for ä and õ/ō for ö), which is only a stylistic convention and makes no difference of meaning. Although different countries seem to have
local preferences about the height of the diaeresis/umlaut above lowercase letters, the best practice for international sources is that this accent aligns vertically with the dot accent and the point of i and j. Links Wikipedia: Dieresis Wikipedia: Umlaut What are German umlauts, as they uttered, and how can you use them?
This article covers everything you need to know about German umlaut! What are German umlauts? German umaluts are German-speaking letters with a particular type of pronunciation: ä, ö and ü. Knowing how to pronounce these letters correctly is absolutely essential to improve your German language skills. Also note
that these are not a substitution for the letters: a, o, and you, but rather are completely different letters with different pronunciation rules. How to pronounce German umlauts There are two ways to pronounce German umlauts depending on the word: short and long, which basically means how long you hold the sound.
Let's talk about how to pronounce the short and long versions of each umlaut compared to English. Pronouncing ä The short ä looks a lot like the and betting in English, while the long ä it's more like the ay in saying. If you say them out loud, you can hear how the short ä is a little more abrupt than the longer. For you to
get a better idea of how this works, take a look at the examples below. Umlaut English example German short ä O and at the end Männer (men) Short ä O a in apple Bänke (banks) Short ä O and in get Hände (hands) Long ä The a in mad nächste (near) Long ä The ai in air Mädchen (girl) Long ä The ay in Währung
(currency) For those who are learning German, it can be difficult to hear the difference or know when to use which version. My advice as a non-native German speaker is to focus on learning how to pronounce umlauts in general, and then you will inherently start using the short and long versions appropriately. What is
more important is that you say the umlaut at all, because in some cases a word with umlaut means something different than a word without. Pronouncing ö The ö is often the most difficult German umlaut for native English speakers, because it requires moving your mouth in a way that doesn't really exist in English.
Basically, what you need to do is pocket your lips like you say the, but move them slightly up and say uhh. To make a comparison with English, here are a few more examples: Umlaut example English example German example Short ö The i in flirt Öffnen (to open) Stöcke (sticks) Short ö The o in word Wörter (words)
LÖffel (spoon) Long ö O o o o in worm Öl (oil) schön (pretty) Long ö The i in bird böse (evil) Löwe (lion) For this particular umlaut , these examples are not yet perfectly accurate. The 5th was impossible for me at first, but the more you hear it from native German speakers and try to replicate it, the easier it becomes.
Eventually, it will just click. Pronouncing ü Ü umlaut also does not exist in English. It's a bit like Ee and pursing your lips as if you were whistling. Your tongue stays in the same place, but you move your mouth as if you say oo. Here is another comparison with English: Umlaut English example German example Short ü
The eu in blue Müll (garbage) Türe (doors) Schlüssel (key) Long ü Oo pool Bühne (stage) Mühle (mill) Üben (practice) These examples are also not 100% accurate in terms of the true sound, but should give you some guidance where to start. It's a complicated combination (like all new lyrics for foreign language
students), but again, if you practice and listen to native German speakers, it will be easier to make the same sounds and use the correct accent. Write German umlautas There is an alternative way to write German umlauts if you can not find the letter on your keyboard or need to write it for an international audience: They
mean and they look exactly the same as the version with the above dots, it is just an alternative form of German spelling umlauts. If you want to use your keyword and it does not have the specific key, you can use the following commands: Combination of Tiny Umlaut keyboard ü Combination of keyboard umlaut ä ALT
0228 Ä ALT 0196 ö ALT 0244 Ö ALT 0214 ü ALT 0252 Ü ALT 0220 For which Germans are used? In addition to the basic pronunciation of the word, German umlauts can also switch to singular and plural conjugations, verbs and comparatives. Here are some examples to clarify: Singular and plural Singular Plural Hand
(hand) Hände (hand) Stock (dick) Stöcke (sticks) Kuss (kiss) Küsse (kisses) Stuhl (chair) Stühle (chairs) Verb conjugations Verb Conjugation schlafen (to sleep) ich schlafe du schlä f st er/sie/es schläft wir schlafen ihr schlaft Sie schlafen laufen (for walking) ich laufe du läufst er/sie/es läuft wir laufen ihr lauft Sie laufen
Note that this is not true for all German verbs. These are just a few examples in which an umlaut is included according to the personal pronoun used. Comparative hoch (high) höher (highest) am höchsten (highest) lang (long) länger (longer) am längsten (longer) groß (large/high) größer (larger/taller) am größsten
(bigger/taller) So, there it is, a complete guide to umlaut in German. Now it's time to put it into practice! Letter of the Latin alphabet Ä ä Ä (lowercase ä) is a character representing a letter of several extended Latin alphabets, or the letter A with an umlaut mark or diaeresis. I use Independent Letter Glyphs Ä and ä in Times
New Roman Sign of Jyväskylä, city in Finland. The letter Ä occurs as an independent letter in the Finnish, Swedish, Skolt Sami, Karelian, Estonian, Luxembourgish, Northern Frisian, Saterlandic, Emiliano-Romagnolo, Rotuman, Slovak, Tatar, Gagauz, German and Turkmen, where it represents a Sound. In Finnish and
Turkmen this is always /æ/; in Swedish and Estonian, the regional variation, as well as the position of the letter in a word, allows either [æ] or [ư]. In German and Slovak Ä means [ư] (or the archaic, but correct [æ]). In the Romanization of the nanjing dialect Ä means [ư]. The sign on the bus station of the Finnish city
Mynämäki, illustrating an artistic variation of the letter Ä. In the Nordic countries, the vowel sound [æ] was originally written as Æ when Christianization caused the ancient Vikings to start using the Latin alphabet around 1100 A.D. The letter Ä appeared in German and later in Swedish to originally write e in AE on top of a,
which over time became simplified as two points. In the Icelandic, Faroese, Danish and Norwegian alphabets, Æ is still used instead of Ä. Finnish adopted the Swedish alphabet during the 700 years finland was part of Sweden. Although the phenomenon of Germanic umlaut does not exist in Finnish, the phoneme /æ/
does. The Estonian won the letter through high and extensive exposure to German, with german bass over centuries of effective Baltic German rule, and to Swedish during Estonia's 160 years as part of the Swedish Empire until 1721. The letter is also used in some Romani alphabets. Emilian-Romagnol In EmilianRomagnol ä is used to represent [æ], occurring in some Emilian dialects, for example, bolognese bän [bæư] well and żänt [zæưt] people. Kazakh See also: Kazakh_alphabets § Latin_script Under Tokayev's suggestions for modification to the Kazakh Latin alphabet, will represent the IPA /æ/, and the Cyrillic Letter should
be replaced by this letter, the replacement letter was Á in the 2018 proposal. Cyrillic main article: A with diaeresis (Cyrillic) A is used in some alphabets invented in the nineteenth century that are based on the Cyrillic script. These include Mari, Altay[citation required] and the Rtaro alphabet Keräşen. Umlaut-A Ä in the
German sign language A similar glyph, A with umlaut, appears in the German alphabet. Represents the umlauted form of a, resulting in [ư] (or [and] for many speakers). In German, it is called Ä (pronounced [ư]) or Umlaut-A. Referring to glyph as A-Umlaut is an unusual practice, and would be ambiguous, as this term
also refers to the Germanic mutation a.a. With regard to diphthongs, Ä behaves like an E, for example, Bäume /ˈbưưmə/ (Engl.: trees). In German dictionaries, the letter is collected along with A, while in the German phone books the letter is collected as AE. The letter also occurs in some languages that have adopted
German names or spellings, but are not part of the alphabets of those languages. It was recently introduced into Ulster-Scottish Revivalist writing. The card was originally an A with a tiny one and at the top, which was later styled to two points. In other languages that do not have the letter part of the regular alphabet or in
limited character sets such as US-ASCII, Ä is often replaced by the combination of two letters Ae. Phonetic alphabets In the International Phonetic Alphabet, ä represents an open central vowel (in distinction to an open frontal vowel). in the Rheinische Dokumenta, a phonetic alphabet for many Central West Germans,
Low Rhenish, and some related languages, ä represents the sound [ư]. The printing house Johann Martin Schleyer proposed alternative forms for Ä and ä (Ꞛ and ꞛ, respectively) in Volapük, but were rarely used. Historically, the diaerese A was written as an A with two dots above the letter. A-umlaut was written as an A
with a small one and written above: this minute and degenerated to two vertical bars in medieval calligraphy (A̎ a̎). Most of the later, these bars, in turn, almost became points. Æ, a highly similar ligation evolving from the same origin as Ä, evolved into the Icelandic, Danish and Norwegian alphabets. Æ ligation was also
common in old English, but had largely disappeared into middle English. In modern typography there was not enough space on later typewriters and computer keyboards to allow both diaeresis A (also representing Ä) and A-umlaut. Since they looked almost identical the two glyphs were combined, which was also done
in computer character encodings such as ISO 8859-1. As a result, there was no way to differentiate between the different characters. Unicode theoretically provides a solution, but recommends it only for highly specialized applications. [1] Ä is also used to represent ə (the schwa sign) in situations where glyph is
unavailable, as used in tatar and Azeri languages. The Turkmen began using Ä officially instead of schwa from 1993. Computer encoding Character information Preview Ä ä Unicode name LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A WITH DIAERESIS LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH DIAERESIS Encodings decimal hex decimal hex
Unicode 196 U+00C4 228 U+00E4 UTF-8 195 132 C3 84 195 164 C3 A4 Numeric character reference &amp;#196; &amp;#xC4; &amp;#228; &amp;#xE4; Named character reference &amp;Auml; &amp;auml; EBCDIC family 99 63 67 43 ISO 8859-1/2/3/4/9/10/13/14/15/16 196 C4 228 E4 MS-DOS alt code alt+142
alt+132 References ^ Unicode FAQ AND Combining Marks – Unicode doesn't seem to distinguish between trema and umlaut, but I need to distinguish to. What am I supposed to do? External links Look for yourself in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. The IstroRomanians in Croatia: Alphabet retrieved from
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